PRECISION MACHINING
Precision Manufacturing is a rigidly
controlled process at Superior during
which raw materials (ﬂat, rectangular, and
round or hex bar stock) are converted into
high-quality finished products. Superior
either purchases the raw material or uses
customer-supplied stock. Manufacturing
output includes bolts, pins, clevis parts,
special actuator screw and nut assemblies,
and special high-strength parts fabricated
from various new alloys.
Superior focuses exclusively on the
machining and thread rolling of
nonstandard parts. The company is
especially adept at the manufacturing of
high heat-treated machined parts, a process
that requires close attention to details,
ﬂawless manufacturing plannings and
Flight Safety Parts approvals.
If you require high quality, dependable
productivity and versatile capabilities in
your machined parts, call, fax, or email
Superior Thread Rolling today.

SCMG

Southern California Manufacturing Group

We are a proud member of the Southern
California Manufacturing Group (SCMG).
SCMG is a consortium of manufacturing
companies committed to world-class
manufacturing and providing our customers
with high quality parts faster and at a
competitive price.

THREAD ROLLING
Superior’s Thread Rolling equipment
maintains a high degree of accurate and
uniformity of parts. These machines
can, for example, “repeat“within .00030
inch. Sixteen micro finishes on Thread
Rolled parts are not uncommon at
Superior.
During the rolling process, threads
receive forging properties that help
greatly increase the material’s fatigue
strength and the static loading at the
root radius.
Superior uses both two-and three-die
cylindrical Thread Rolling machines.
The company’s commitment to produce
continuously higher-quality, high
strength threads is unmatched. Industry
demands for threads of this caliber are
growing steadily.

ISO 9002 Registered
AS9100 Registered

FOCUS ON AEROSPACE
APPROVED SUPPLIER PROCESSES

Superior has been a dedicated supplier to the nation’s aerospace industry
from our inception in the 1950’s to today. During that time, Superior has
successfully served as a manufacturer of high-quality detailed-machined
parts and as a versatile job shop with impressive thread-rolling capabilities.
The company’s roster of customers boasts many of the industries best
known firms...

LEAN MANUFACTURING
EQUIPMENT

The entire Superior Thread Rolling team
is committed to the principles of lean
manufacturing and top management has
assigned the resources to accomplish this
goal. Teams of management and production
personnel meet at regular intervals to
map out strategies and monitor the
implementation of the lean manufacturing
program at Superior. Both Superior and
its customers benefit from the increased
efficiency and decreased cost associated
with successful lean manufacturing
methods.
Superior Thread Rolling is a world-class
precision manufacturer with a promise to
remain at the forefront of technology and
customer service in the 21st century

12801 Wentworth Street
Arleta, CA 91331
(818) 504-3626 FAX: (818) 504-3636
www.superiorthread.com

Please visit our website at www.superiorthread.com for more information and a complete list of contacts.

